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Details of Visit:

Author: Galaxy Man
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 9 Aug 2009 21.00
Duration of Visit: 2hr +
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: For Long Duration Liaisons
Website: http://melissahoney.co.uk
Phone: 07532435893

The Premises:

My place, so a tip! But the important bits are clean. . . .

The Lady:

A delightful young lady, of late 20's I'd guess, standing barefoot about 5'4" Of all European stock,
being Greek but mainly raised in France. Absolutely fine English, with a very sexy accent and a
fresh approach to all aspects of her life. Natural breasts, *very* sensitive nipples. She can not lie
about her state of sexual arousal, as her nipples will always tell the truth. A lightly trimmed bush.
Excellent and discrete website pictures. Caution. . . . Melissa is a Petrol Head!

The Story:

I seem to see a pattern here,
but that's OK: nothing to fear
Once again I was seduced in Chat.
Now to get her to come to my flat.

Melissa this time, a Greek/French bunny
We spoke on the phone, cor, what a honey!
A voice chat left me feeling so randy
and she could make it this evening. Very handy

She called at 8.10 to say 'I'm on my way'
so I prepared the envelope to pay
Melissa the sum that would leave me in hock
My blood pressure had gone quite 'all to cock'!

She hunted for parking, not too far away
but 'phone came in handy as I was able to say
'Park on the yellow line, there's not a lot more,
then it'll only be a short walk to my door'.

So she parked her nice Jag where it was easily seen
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Right next to my Daimler, a case of 'what had been'
A ride in my 'classic' is now on the card
but first she'll have to ride me, and hard!

Into my kitchen for wine and some chat,
getting to know each other. 'chewing the fat'
Strawberries and cream for later I made
If we got that far, if I did not fade!

Melissa is younger than I but then Hey,
that's true of most of the Ladies I pay
for some time in my arms, laid on my bed
At least this time Melissa didn't need to be fed.

But that'll happen too, on a date to follow
Maybe a picnic in a grassy hollow
in France, on a drive to the southern coast
That story could be a hell of a boast!

Taking wine with us we went upstairs for frollicks
Her hands went quickly down to my bollocks
Her lips after kissing mine headed south too
I'm so pleased I knew what she was going to do!

That Sunday, did you read about the tornado in Ilford?
It wasn't anything to do with The Lord
But Melissa is a storm in her own right
Good job I don't become easily fright!

We kissed, licked and loved for a very long time
All and everything was really really fine
Melissa likes both fucking and sucking
So handy that, I felt my luck was in!

Now to speak plainly and be very frank
Dear Melissa loves a playful spank
as she climbs to her climax she demands a light slap
Afterwards leaving her bottom warm in my lap.

Hawking needs to study Melissa
He'd not find a lady very much fitter
at stretching time so far without breaking,
And as for her orgasm? There was no faking!

Days later it seemed it was time to stop.
I was just about fit to drop!
More hours had passed that we thought was possible
Just how was this much sex do-able?

But I still so want to fuck that sweet arse
Will this act ever come to pass?
Next time she visits Melissa better be ready
I am not going to be able to take it so steady!

Eventually, much overtime, Melissa did start
to leave me, and now with a broken heart.
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Emotionally fine, just worn out by action
I've never had this much lovin', no not a fraction

Hunger raised and with an energy need
The strawberries got ate as a little feed.
Like Melissa they were sweet, and very fine.
No cream for me, she had said, than ate mine!

I'll remember Melissa for a long while to come
she's great, a fab fuck and really really fun.
It will not be long before she's back in my home
I'm just going to go and pick up the phone. . . . . . . . . 

Service Provider's Rebuttal

Melissa writes:

And yes, indeed, GalaxyMan picked up the phone and, 3 days and nights later, I was back to his
place for another great meeting! An aphrodisiac dinner was being cooked, whilst I was trying to
park(!)...my car and the heat was soon to rise again.
GalaxyMan is a sensational cook and a true artist, amongst all his other "hidden" talents, and a very
easy going man to be with.
Thank you for the company and for this amazing poem x Mel
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